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Introduction 
Echo (2015) defined "hugot" as a Filipino word, a 

verb, which means "to pull or to draw out." So, by 

"hugot lines," it means that someone draws out 

certain emotions through something that he or she 

says. Some of these lines are witty, but they are 

tinged with emotions. The concurrent definition of 

the word hugot is believed to be the figurative, 

albeit extreme, use of its traditional meaning. In a 

sense, the trend use of Hugot as of today is a non-

literal definition of the word-to pull out feelings 

from somewhere deep within or to pull sentimental 

memories or experiences. 

 

Dauz (2014) defined hugot as dramatic statements, 

full of power from a movie, series, or someone 

based on real-life experiences, usually 

about heartbreak in romance.  

 

Caroro (2015) also explained that hugot is a term 

that comes from the expression “may 

pinaghuhugutan,” and these are statements that are 

formed, though not intentionally because some 

emotions give a particular experience. 

Cabajar (2016) in her article entitled “This Thing 

Called Hugot” stated that most people wounds 

from the past as they face the present and the future 

with hope. Filipinos are imaginative in playing 

with language in different forms, which gives rise 

to "hugot." Humor is needed for a "hugot" line to 

catch its audience’s attention. "Hugot" lines have 

different themes such as love, relationships in love 

and experiences in life in general.  

 

Macalalad and Tan (2016) said that social media 

burst with “hugot” lines, especially during 

Valentine’s Day that everyone seems to be fond of. 

These lines are meant to be one-liners that are bitter 

and that express pain and heartbreak, but they have 

evolved into a prevalent piece of both Filipino 

humor and culture. 

 

The feisty Senator Miriam Defensor Santiago has 

passed away but she leaves behind not only a 

legacy of well-crafted legislation but also a 

humorous collection of "hugot lines" (Ortiguero, 

2016). 

 

The concept of Hugot is nothing new, in fact its 

influence on literature can be vastly seen even from 

classic works, or even beyond those. This use of 

rhetoric to get a particular reader’s response has 

been   even   believed   to   be   a  fundamental  in  
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Abstract 
In the Philippines, social media burst with these 

popular lines, Hugot lines, especially among 

college students; hence, this study was 

conducted to find out the prevalent themes and 

elements of poetry in the selected Hiligaynon (a 

local dialect in the province of Negros 

Occidental) hugot lines of Literature 1 students 

of Carlos Hilado Memorial State College – 

Alijis Campus, Bacolod City, Negros 

Occidental, Philippines. One hundred (100) 

hugot lines were selected and encoded, and then 

were grouped according to themes. They were 

analysed using thematic and textual analyses.  

To determine the validity of themes and other 

elements of poetry, three inter raters were 

invited to give their feedback and suggestions. 

Elements of poetry such as rhyme, figures of 

speech, imagery and symbolism were also 

identified. Being inspired, frustrated and “bitter” 

are some of the mood prevalent on those hugot 

lines.  
 

Keywords: Hugot Lines, Thematic Analysis, 

Textual Analysis, Elements of Poetry, Filipino 

College Students. 
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literature. But even though this concept has been 

going on for quite some time, it is only presently 

that the term – Hugot – has been coined. 

 

Historically, how the trend Hugot is coined can be 

seen theoretically on past trends, which are the 

emo-culture, banat, and pick-up lines.  

 

In the early 2000s-2005, the emo-culture had 

widely propagated from the western culture. 

Locally, here in the Philippines, emo-culture had 

also affected music such as OPM/emo bands such 

as Silent Sanctuary. These emo-culture relies on 

experiences in order to sway listeners and gain 

popularity. One example is FM Static’s Tonight. It 

is believed that the song writer of this song based 

his work on the death of his girlfriend who was a 

victim of the 9/11 bombing (Echo, 2015). 

 

After the emo-culture, comes banat. “Kapag 

hinabol ako ng crush ko, babagalan ko”, “Pag 

namatay ako, wag kang pupunta sa burol ko kasi 

pag nakita kita, baka tumibok ulit ang puso 

ko”.These one to two-liner are closely associated 

with Hugot because like the latter, they also 

encompass sentimental undertones mainly about 

love (Echo, 2015). 

 

A deviation from banat is the pick-up line. 

However unlike the banat, which are usually one to 

two-liner, a progression has been made on the pick-

up line. A transition for the lines has been added. 

“Kape ka ba” is the one-liner followed by “Bakit” 

which is the transitory phrase leading to an 

‘effect’/action which is the closing statement’ 

thereby, we could also say that the first line is the 

’cause’/initiator of the action (Echo, 2015). 

 

Getting the experience from the emo-culture and 

the initiator-of-the-action from the banat, we have 

Hugot. Saying something abstract such as “Sana 

buwan nalang ako” would be the initiator of the 

action, “Para ako nalang ang lagi mong tinitignan”. 

This part refers to the experience part where 

readers could relate to the statement by 

remembering events from their past or pulling out 

deep-seeded feelings – Hugot. 

 

The researcher believes that the study of hugot 

lines makes one aware of an aspect of language that 

is socially relevant today.  One heard them not only 

from the late Miriam Defensor-Santiago but also 

from Kris Aquino, from college students to 

colleagues. The short lines seem to be a reflection 

of a person’s emotions and serve as an instrument 

for conveying emotions instantly and powerfully. 

 

It is with these ideas that the researcher chose to do 

a study of this topic.  The researcher aimed to do a 

study of hugot lines particularly in determining the 

prevalent themes common among those lines and to 

point out the elements of poetry in there. The result 

of this study will be used as an added instructional 

material for Literature 1 class. 

 

Theoretical Framework 
Hugot Lines are considered poems since elements 

of poetry are evident in them. Poetry is an 

imaginative awareness of experience expressed 

through meaning, sound, and rhythmic language 

choices so as to evoke an emotional response. 

Poetry is the chiselled marble of language. It is a 

paint-spattered canvas - but the poet uses words 

instead of paint, and the canvas is you (Lagaa, 

n.d.). 

 

Elements of poetry can be defined as a set of 

instruments used to create a poem. These are 

tone.mood, imagery, rhyme, theme, symbolism and 

figurative language. 

 

Tone/Mood. The attitude a poet takes toward 

his/her subject refers to the writer's attitude towards 

the subject of a literary work as indicated in the 

work itself. One way to think about tone in poetry 

is to consider the speaker's literal tone of voice. 

Just as with tone of voice, a poem's tone may 

indicate an attitude of joy, sadness, solemnity, 

silliness, frustration, anger, puzzlement, etc. 

 

Imagery. It is the representation of the five senses: 

sight, taste, touch, sound, and smell. It creates 

mental images about a poem’s subject.  

 

Rhyme. Rhymes are the repetition of the same or 

similar sounds at the end of two or more words 

most often at the ends of lines. This technique 

makes the poem easy to remember and is therefore 

often used in Nursery Rhymes. 

 

End Rhyme – same or similar sounds at the end of 

words that finish different lines. 

 

Internal Rhyme – same or similar sounds at the end 

of words within a line 

 

Theme. The theme of the poem talks about the 

central idea, the thought behind what the poet 

wants to convey. A theme can be anything from a 

description about a person or thing, a thought or 

even a story. In short a theme stands for whatever 

the poem is about. 

 

Symbolism. A poem often conveys feelings, 

thoughts and ideas using symbols. This technique 

is known as symbolism. A symbol in poetry can 

stand for anything and makes the reader take a 

systematic approach which helps him/her look at 

things in a different light. A symbol is a poetry 

style that is usually thought of in the beginning.  
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Figurative language. A figure of speech is a word 

or phrase used by the poet to vividly describe a 

situation or an experience by appealing to the 

reader’s imagination. Among these are simile, 

metaphor personification, apostrophe, allusion, 

alliteration, synechdoche, paradox, irony, 

hyperbole, etc. 

 

This study employed textual analysis which is 

defined  as a method communication researchers 

use to describe and interpret the characteristics of a 

recorded or visual message to describe the content, 

structure and functions of the messages contained 

in texts (Frey, et al, 1999). 

 

Thematic analysis was also employed in this study. 

According to Braun and Clarke (2006), thematic 

analysis is a qualitative analytic method for 

identifying, analysing and reporting patterns 

(themes) within data. It minimally organizes and 

describes data set in a rich detail. In this study, the 

researcher identified the themes of the “hugot” 

lines expressed. The researcher  followed the steps 

in thematic analysis given by Komori (1998) with 

the following steps: 1) Collect data – Data is 

gathered from sources like field diaries, 

observational data, pictures/video, historical data, 

questionnaire statements, transcripts, audio 

recording. Data from conversations on video and 

audiotape are transcribed. 2) Coding data – 

Researchers code the using the hand or a software 

program.  The researcher will be coding, with 

handles that know key words, concepts, images and 

reflections, every two or three lines of the text 

.Coding is a process that is detailed and iterative, in 

which the researcher will change the analysis as 

reflected by the data and the emergence of ideas. 

With experience, coding skills will improve. 

According to Boyatzis, a “good code” is a code that 

grasps the phenomenon of qualitative richness. A 

code should be clear but exact, clearly stating what 

it is, its limitations and how to identify it when it 

happens. Codes are foundational for the 

researcher’s themes that will be used. 3) Code 

validation – To assure the codes’ integrity —that is, 

that these have not been wrongly interpreted and 

bias-free of researchers—they should be developed 

and checked by more than one person. The 

researcher(s) read and read the data the data again, 

check again the codes for consistency and 

verification. The synthesis of the codes from the 

data becomes the codebook from which themes 

come out. 4) Themes/frameworks identification – 

From the codebook, the researcher selects themes 

and sub-themes: patterns that have materialized 

from the coded data. Themes can appear from 

patterns, such as topics of conversation and 

vocabulary. Other factors could include the 

prevalence of occurrence, happening only when 

certain factors are present, and time of the day, 

week or month. The researcher needs to be able to 

give meaning to each theme enough so that it is 

clear to others precisely what the theme 

is.5) Information consolidation, finalize theme 

names – The researcher makes the name of the 

theme final, writes its description and shows it with 

a few quotations from the text that is original to 

help convey its meaning to the reader.     

 

Statement of the Problem 
This study aimed to find out the elements of poetry 

in the selected Hiligaynon Hugot Lines of 

Literature 1 students. 

 

Specifically, this study sought to answer the 

following questions: 

1. What are the common themes found in Hugot 

Lines? 

2. What types of rhymes are present in Hugot 

Lines? 

3. What figures of speech are found in Hugot 

Lines? 

4. What imagery and symbolism are present in 

Hugot Lines? 

5. What are the prevalent tone/mood found in 

Hugot Lines? 

6. What educational contribution can this study 

offer? 

 

Review of Related Literature 
Dauz (2014) defined hugot as dramatic statements, 

full of power from a movie, series, or someone 

based on real-life experiences, usually 

about heartbreak in romance.  

 

Caroro (2015) also explained that hugot is a term 

that comes from the expression “may 

pinaghuhugutan,” and these are statements that are 

formed, though not intentionally because some 

emotions give a particular experience. 

Cabajar (2016) in her article entitled “This Thing 

Called Hugot” stated that most people wounds 

from the past as they face the present and the future 

with hope. Filipinos are imaginative in playing 

with language in different forms, which gives rise 

to "hugot." Humor is needed for a "hugot" line to 

catch its audience’s attention. "Hugot" lines have 

different themes such as love, relationships in love 

and experiences in life in general.  

 

Macalalad and Tan (2016) said that social media 

burst with “hugot” lines, especially during 

Valentine’s Day that everyone seems to be fond of. 

These lines are meant to be one-liners that are bitter 

and that express pain and heartbreak, but they have 

evolved into a prevalent piece of both Filipino 

humor and culture. 
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Methodology 
This study is a pioneer study on Hugot Lines. This 

study determined the different elements of poetry 

found in the Hugot Lines made by Literature 1 

students of Carlos Hilado Memorial State College- 

Alijis Campus last second semester of Academic 

Year 2016-2017. 100 Hugot Lines were selected 

and encoded and was validated by validators who 

are Literature Instructors. They were then analysed 

using thematic and textual analyses.   

 

According to Braun and Clarke (2006), thematic 

analysis is a qualitative analytic method for 

identifying, analysing and reporting patterns 

(themes) within data. It minimally organises and 

describes data set in a rich detail. In this study, the 

reserachers will identify the themes of the “hugot” 

lines expressed. The reserachers will follow the 

steps in thematic Analysis given by Komori (1998) 

with the following steps: 1) Collect data,  

2) Coding data , 3) Code validation, 

4) Themes/frameworks identification  and 

5) Information consolidation, finalize theme 

names .The researcher made the name of the theme 

final, wrote its description and shows it with a few 

quotations from the text that is original to help 

convey its meaning to the reader. Prevalent themes 

among hugot lines were pointed out. 

 

For problems three and four which center on 

identifying the gender issues and cultural 

implications from the “hugot” lines, the Thematic 

Analysis will be utilized. Specifically, the 

researchers will follow the steps given by Kimori 

(1998) with the following steps: 

 

The first step is Collecting Data. These data are 

gathered from sources like field diaries, 

observational data, pictures/video, historical data, 

questionnaire statements, transcripts, audio 

recording. Data from conversations on video and 

audiotape are transcribed.  Thus, in this study, the 

researchers will gather data (“hugot” lines) from 

each of the three languages (English, Filipino, and 

Hiligaynon. These “hugot” lines will come from 

published books by Filipino authors and movie 

scripts of movies made by Filipino authors and 

producers. 

 

The second step is Coding Data. Researchers code 

using hand or a software program.  The researcher 

will be coding, with handles that know key words, 

concepts, images and reflections , every two or 

three lines of  the text .Coding is a process that is 

detailed and iterative, in which the researcher will 

change the analysis as reflected by the data and the 

emergence of ideas. With experience, coding skills 

will improve. According to Boyatzis, a “good 

code” is a code that grasps the phenomenon of 

qualitative richness. A code should be clear but 

exact, clearly stating what it is, its limitations and 

how to identify it when it happens. Codes are 

foundational for the researcher’s themes that will 

be used. Thus, in this study, the researchers will 

identify codes among the “hugot” lines from three 

languages by using coding sheets and by 

identifying key words and concepts that would help 

the researchers identify the themes and subthemes 

leading them to discover gender issues and cultural 

implications among these “hugot” lines.  

 

The third step is Code Validation. To assure the 

codes’ integrity —that is, that these have not been 

wrongly interpreted and bias-free of researchers—

they should be developed and checked by more 

than one person. The researcher(s) read and read 

the data the data again, check again the codes for 

consistency and verification. The synthesis of the 

codes from the data becomes the codebook from 

which themes come out. Thus, in this study, the 

researchers will invite three inter raters will be 

invited to give his/her feedback and suggestions 

with regard to the codes identified by the 

researchers from the “hugot” lines. These three 

reviewers will be a Ph.D. degree holder in Applied 

Linguistics, Filipino, and Social Sciences. 

 

The fourth step is Themes/Frameworks 

Identification. From the codebook, the researcher 

selects themes and sub-themes: patterns that have 

materialized from the coded data. Themes can 

appear from patterns, such as topics of 

conversation and vocabulary. Other factors could 

include the prevalence of occurrence, happening 

only when certain factors are present, and time of 

the day, week or month. The researcher needs to be 

able to give meaning to each theme enough so that 

it is clear to others precisely what the theme is. 

Thus, in this study, the researchers will identify the 

themes and subthemes of the “hugot” lines based 

on the patterns identified from key words and key 

concepts during the coding of data. The  themes 

developed by the researchers will be their basis to 

glean the gender issues and cultural implications 

from these “hugot” lines. 

 

The last and final step is Information 

Consolidation, Finalize Theme Names.  The 

researcher makes the name of the theme final, 

writes its description and shows it with a few 

quotations from the text that is original to help 

convey its meaning to the reader. Thus, in this 

study, the researchers will finalize the themes and 

subthemes as well as the gender issues and cultural 

implications gleaned from these “hugot” lines. The 

results of Thematic Analysis will then be 

presented, and the researchers will provide specific 

examples of the text to reinforce understanding of 
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the themes, gender issues, and cultural 

implications. 

This study also employed textual analysis which is 

defined as method communication researchers use 

to describe and interpret the characteristics of a 

recorded or visual message to describe the content, 

structure and functions of the messages contained 

in texts (Frey, et al, 1999). Elements of poetry such 

as rhyme, figures of speech, imagery and 

symbolism were identified. 

 

 
 

 

Results and Discussion 
Common Themes Found in Hugot Lines 
Themes found in the selected Hugot Lines are 

presented in the table below. 

 

Table 1. Frequency and Percentage of Hugot 
Lines as classified according to themes. 

 

Theme Frequency Percentage 

Love 90            90% 

          Bitter 56 56% 

          Inspired 10 10% 

          Bigo (frustrated) 24 24% 

Other Themes             10% 

          Friendship 5 5% 

         Family 1 1% 

        Grades 3 3% 

        Woman 1 1% 

TOTAL 100          100% 

 

As shown by the table above, the themes found  are 

love with subthemes such as inspired, frustrated 

(bigo) and “bitter”.; and other themes such as 

friendship, family, grades and woman. Love 

comprises 90% of the hugot lines with the 

remaining 10% on other themes. This simply 

reveals that among college students, love is the 

theme they are interested in since they relate to this 

and some are based on their experiences. Hugot 

lines reflect the emotions and experiences of 

college students. 

 

When it comes to hugot lines, the most well-known 

subject is love. Many people associate their 

experiences in their relationships, their heartbreaks, 

and their deep feelings with usual events like the 

spilling of a coffee, the signs of the traffic lights, 

and many more. 

 

Examples of being “bitter” are expressed by the 

following lines: 

 

Hambal nila biskan pila kamo ka tuig nag updanay  

kung hinde kamo para sa isa kag isa mabulagay gid 

kamo naya. 

(They say, even if you have been together for 

years, if you are not for each other, you will 

separate.) 

 

Wala ko gin bata sa kalibutan para pasakitan mo 

lang. 

(I was not born in this world to be hurt by you). 

 

Ang tindera papati man bisan indi nami ang baligya 

ya hambalon yaka nami,  

parehos man simu bisan wala ka naluyag sakon 

patay ka kahambal I Love You! Kabutigan! 

(A vendor would lie, telling you what he sells is 

good even if it’s not, 
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Same as you, even if you don’t love me you keep 

on telling me I LOVE YOU! Lie! 

 

Gusto ko na matilawan liwat mag palangga tao ah,  

kay ang last ko nga gin palangga sapat man to abi. 

(I want to experience to be loved by a person 

Because the last time I loved was an “animal.”) 

 

Sa tyempo subong, ido na lang ka instindi sang 

word nga “stay”. 

(At present, only dogs understand the word “stay.”) 

 

Nag break ta tapos mabalik ka? Matyagan mo 

sakon waiting area? 

(We broke up and then you want to come back? 

What do you think of me, waiting area?) 

 

Being “bigo” or frustrated are expressed in the 

following lines: 

Grabe kadasig sang tyempo, sang una indi pa kita 

subong indi man gyapon. 

(Time flies, before… we are not on a 

relationship… even now…) 

 

Kis a indi tanan nga kadlaw buot silingon sadya 

kana,  

kay kis a gakadlaw kalang para malimtan ang sakit 

nga gin pabatyag nya. 

( Not all laughter means one is happy, 

Sometimes, one laughs to forget the pain he/she 

feels.)   

 

Palangga taka, palangga mo sya, palangga kaman 

nya, ti ano nalang ko ya?  

Audience nyo nga duwa? 

(I love you, you love her, she loves you, too… So, 

how about me? 

Your audience?) 

 

Being inspired are expressed by the following 

lines: 

 

Daw hangin ka bala, kay kung wala ka indi ko 

mabuhi. 

(You are like an air, if you don’t exist, I will not 

live.) 

 

Pagpalangga ko simo daw punggod ko “DI GID 

MADULA.” 

(My love for you is like my pimples…never 

disappears.) 

 

Daw mini thesis taka bala  kay handa taka e-defend 

sa tanan. 

(You are like my mini thesis which I am willing to 

defend to everyone.) 

 

 

 

 

Example lines on friendship are the following: 

 

Mau pa ang “games” madumduman mo adlaw 

adlaw,  

pero ako madumduman mulang kung may 

kinanglan ka. 

(Games is better because you think of them 

everyday, 

But me… you remember only if you need.) 

 

Sa tubang mayuhanay, pagtalikod libakanay. 

(When facing each other, we are friends, 

When not facing each other, we backbite.) 

 

Kilalanay lang ta kun may kinanlan ka. 

(We know each other when you need me.) 

 

Example lines on grades are the following: 

Anhon mo miga/migo mo kung ga kabit-kabit man 

ang grado mo? 

(What is the use of having a boyfriend/girlfriend if 

your grades are barely passing?) 

 

Mayo pa ang make-up permi gina dala ang utok ya 

wala. 

(Make-up kits are brought all the time, but not 

brain.) 

 

Kung wala ka kabalo sang answer isabat lang 

“Gugma”total indi man sala mag palangga. 

(If you do not know the answer, just utter the word 

“love”, 

Anyways, it is not a mistake to fall inlove.) 

 

A line about parents. 

Gapati ka gani sa miga/migo mo, sa ginikanan mo 

ya wala? 

(You listen to your girlfriend/boyfriend, but how 

about to your parents?) 

 

A line about a woman. 

Ang tuod nga gwapa pulbos lang okay na,  

hindi nga gina himo coloring book nga guya. 

(A beautiful woman just applies face powder, 

She does not make her face a coloring book.) 

 

Rhymes in Hugot Lines 
Rhymes give a musical effect to the poems. Some 

of the Hugot Lines have end rhyme. To cite some: 

 

Sa tanan nga pwede ko palanggaon,  

ngaa didto pa sa tawo nga indi pwede mangin akon. 

(Of all the people I can love, 

Why to a person who cannot be mine.) 

 

Batasan mo angayan gid sa basurahan, hazardous 

na di pa mapuslan. 

(Your character is for trash can, hazardous and 

non-recyclable.) 
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Sa tubang mayuhanay, pagtalikod libakanay. 

(When facing each other, we are friends, 

When not facing each other, we backbite.) 

 

Most of Hugot Lines do not rhyme as shown in the 

following lines: 

 

Sana naging mangga at bago-ong na lang tayo, para 

sana perfect combination. 

(I wish we are mangoes and fish paste, so we are a 

perfect combination.) 

 

Kung wala ka kabalo sang answer, isabat lang 

“Gugma”total indi man sala mag palangga. 

(If you do not know the answer, just utter the word 

“love”, 

Anyways, it is not a mistake to fall inlove.) 

 

Daw mini thesis taka bala ,kay handa taka e 

defense sa tanan. 

(You are like my mini thesis which I am willing to 

defend to everyone.) 

 

Ginkulang lang ko sa height pero wala ko 

nagkulang sa pagpalangga simo. 

(I was born short, but I did not fall short of loving 

you.) 

 

Figures of Speech in Hugot Lines 
Several figures of speech are used in hugot lines. 

There are simile, metaphor, allusion, and 

hyperbole. 

  

Examples of simile in hugot lines are the 

following: 

  

Ang kanamion mo daw eroplano, agi lang. 

(Your goodness is like an airplane, just passing.) 

  

Ang pagpalangga daw paru paro lang na, kun 

dugay dugay mo kalaot,  

gapalayo na sa simo, pero kung magpihumoyung 

ka, 

sya na mismo ang mamato mato palapit simo. 

(Love is like a butterfly, the more you follow, the 

more it fly away. 

But if stay and do not make a move, it will 

willfully come to you.) 

 

Daw langit ka, hirap mong ma reach. 

(You are like the sky, difficult to reach.) 

 

May mga tawo gid ya nga daw”Math”,  kabudlay 

inchindihon. 

Some people are like Mathematics, difficult to 

understand.) 

 

Ang lalaki antis mo sabton kilalahon mo,  

pariha man sa saging abrihan mo danay para 

makita mo kung dunot o pwedi ma kaon. 

Before you would accept a man, know him first. 

Like a banana, you peel it first before you would 

kow if it is ripe or not.) 

 

Examples of metaphor are as follows: 

 

Mayo pa ang History ginabalikan pero ang atun 

relasyon di na gid. 

(History is better because you study it again, but 

never our relationship.) 

  

Tani exam nalang ko para matun-an mo man ko 

sabton. 

(I wish I am an exam, so you will learn to answer 

me.) 

 

Allusion are shown by the following lines: 

 

Kung wala ka salig sa partner mo, pa imna 

LACTUM  para panatag ang loob mo. 

(If you don’t trust your partner, let him drink 

LACTUM (a brand name for a milk),  

so you will feel at ease.) 

 

Mayo pa si Elsa ng Frozen nakapag LET GO na. 

(Elsa in Frozen is better since she has let go 

already.) 

 

The following lines are considered hyperbole: 

 

Daw hangin ka bala, kay kung wala ka indi ko 

mabuhi. 

(You are like the air, if you do not exist, I will not 

live.) 

 

Pagpalangga ko cmu daw “CANCER” wala na 

tsansa mag dula , malala nalang na malala. 

(My love for you is like a cancer, it won’t 

disappear, it will just worsen.) 

 

Mayo pa ang make-up permi gina dala ang utok ya 

wala. 

(Make-up kits are brought all the time, but not 

brain.) 

 

Imagery and Symbolism in Hugot Lines 
There are lots of imagery and symbolism in hugot 

lines. The following are imagery: 

 

Wala ko gin bata sa kalibutan para pasakitan mo 

lang. 

( I was not born I this world just to be hurt by you.) 

 

Ginkulang lang ko sa height pero wala ko 

nagkulang sa pagpalangga simo.  

(I was born short, but I did not fall short of loving 

you.) 

 

Kadako na gani sang mga mata mo pero indi mo 

man japon makita efforts ko.  
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(You have big eyes but how come you still cannot 

see my efforts?) 

 

Mayo pato ang traffic sa downtown biskan kadugay 

ga move on. 

(Traffic is better, even if it is slow, it moves on.) 

 

Symbolism are also found in the following lines: 

 

Hinde naman gawa sa crystal ang promise bakit 

yung sayo palaging nababasag. 

(Promises are not made of crystal,but how come 

yours are always broken?) 

 

Ang kanamion mo daw eroplano, agi lang. 

(Your goodness is like an airplane, just passing.) 

 

Tani exam nalang ko para matun-an mo man ko 

sabton. 

(I wish I am an exam, so you will learn to answer 

me.) 

 

Tane sapatos mo nalang ko kay para bisan diin 

upod ta nga duwa. 

(I wish I am your shoes so wherever you go, we are 

together.) 

 

May mga tawo gid ya nga daw”Math” kabudlay 

inchindihon. 

Some people are like Mathematics, difficult to 

understand.) 

 

Mayo pa ang pokemon, biskan wala gina pangita 

mo  

ako nga ara na  lang permi sa tupad mo di mo pa 

nakita. 

 

Tone/Mood in Hugot Lines 
Prevalent tone/mood in hugot lines are” bitterness”, 

inspired, and frustrated “bigo” as shown in the 

previous lines. 

 

Educational Contribution 
An instructional material can be made developed 

and be used in Literature 1 class specifically on the 

topic on Poetry. 

 

Conclusions 
Most hugot lines of college students revolve around 

boy-girl relationship. This is because, this is the 

topic that they can relate on and some are based on 

their experiences. Humor is also evident. Prevalent 

moods seen are being “bitter”, “bigo” and inspired. 

End rhymes are also seen in those hugot lines. 

Students’ creativity is also expressed in the use of 

figures of speech such as simile, metaphor, 

allusion, and hyperbole. The selected hugot lines 

are also rich with imagery and symbolism.   

 

Recommendations 
A topic on hugot lines can be added in Literature 1 

subject specifically on Poetry. An instructional 

material can be developed as well. Few years from 

now these lines will not be a trend, but let us not 

forget that this have been a part of the Filipino 

culture. 
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